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Abstract
Numerical simulation of subaerial, magma-driven, saline hydrothermal systems reveals that fluid phase separation near the intrusion is a first-order control on the dynamics and efficiency of heat and mass transfer. Above shallow intrusions emplaced at <2.5 km depth, phase separation through boiling of saline liquid leads to accumulation of low-mobility hypersaline brines and halite precipitation, thereby reducing the efficiency of heat and mass transfer. Above deeper intrusions (>4 km), where fluid pressure is >30 MPa, phase separation occurs by condensation of hypersaline brine from a saline intermediate-density fluid. The fraction of brine remains small, and advective, vapor-dominated mass and heat fluxes are maximized. We thus hypothesize that, in contrast to pure water systems, for which shallow intrusions make better targets for supercritical resource exploitation, the optimal targets in saline systems are located above deeper intrusions.

1. Introduction
Subsurface magmatic intrusions emplaced in the upper crust provide heat that drives hydrothermal systems, which are sites of major, focused heat transfer. They are the most favorable environments for the development of high-enthalpy geothermal resources [Moeck, 2014], and major types of hydrothermal ore deposits may form given appropriate conditions for metal input, flow focusing, and efficient metal precipitation mechanisms [Heinrich and Candela, 2014]. In most systems, the convecting fluid is dominantly meteoric water with minor input of magmatic volatiles like CO2 and H2S [Henley and Ellis, 1983].

Magma-driven geothermal systems often develop conditions of liquid-vapor coexistence (i.e., “boiling”) in their upflow zones [Arnórsson et al., 2007]. The vertical extent and thermal structure of boiling zones are primarily controlled by the permeability of the host rock, the depth of the intrusion, and the temperature dependence of permeability around the intrusion, which reflects the brittle-ductile transition in the host rock [Hayba and Ingebritsen, 1997; Scott et al., 2016]. In systems with meteoric-derived, dilute water, liquid-vapor phase separation is limited to pressures and temperatures below the critical point of water (22.055 MPa/373.976°C) [Haar et al., 1984]. At higher temperatures and pressures, such systems may develop economically interesting, supercritical geothermal resources above the magma [Scott et al., 2015], which were encountered in the Iceland Deep Drilling Project (IDDP) well 1 at the Krafla volcano [Elders et al., 2014].

Several active high-enthalpy geothermal systems, such as Reykjanes in Iceland [Arnórsson, 1978] or Salton Sea in California [Helgeson, 1968], feature geothermal waters containing significant concentrations of dissolved salt. Saline water phase relations, approximated by the system H2O-NaCl, differ significantly from those of pure water, and liquid-vapor coexistence can exist to temperatures and pressures far above the critical values of pure water [Sourirajan and Kennedy, 1962; Bischoff and Pitzer, 1989]. According to the topology of the H2O-NaCl phase diagram (Figure 1), heating may gradually transform a cool saline liquid into a hot, vapor-like fluid or result in a hot, liquid-like phase, depending on pressure [Heinrich et al., 2004; Foustoukos and Seyfried, 2007]. Accordingly, when a heated fluid intersects the phase boundary of the region of liquid-vapor coexistence, phase separation will occur by condensation if pressure is higher than the critical pressure for the given salinity or by boiling if pressure is lower [Fournier, 1987; Geiger et al., 2005]. Both styles have been shown to occur in the subsurface of mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal systems where pressures are sufficiently high [Bischoff and Rosenbauer, 1987; Foustoukos and Seyfried, 2007; Coumou et al., 2009]. In subaerial saline hydrothermal systems, however, pressures are generally lower due to the lack of an overlying seawater column, and intense phase separation by condensation has so far not been described.

In the following, we present transient simulations of convection of H2O-NaCl fluids around magmatic intrusions, which demonstrate that both styles of phase separation can occur in the deep parts of saline
geothermal systems near the intrusion. We analyze how the near-intrusion interplay of heat transfer, fluid flow, and saline fluid phase relations governs the physical hydrology, the efficiency of heat transport, and the development of different styles of geothermal resources. Heat transport is maximized within condensation zones, which only form in subaerial systems if the intrusion is sufficiently deep (>~4 km). In contrast, hypersaline brines accumulate within boiling zones above shallower intrusions and hamper heat transfer efficiency due to their high density and low mobility.

2. Methods

The governing equations of mass and energy conservation for multiphase flow of H2O-NaCl fluids are solved using a continuum, porous medium approach with a pressure-enthalpy-based formulation in a Control Volume Finite Element Method numerical scheme using the Complex Systems Modeling Platform (CSMP++). The computational approach has been described in detail by Weis et al. [2014] and is thus only briefly summarized in Text S1 in the supporting information, along with boundary and initial conditions in Text S2.

2.1. Model Setup

The simulations describe the development of a saline geothermal system within a two-dimensional vertical section above a magmatic body intruded into host rocks with a permeability of 10^{-15} m^2 initially containing pore waters with seawater salinity. We choose this permeability value because previous studies have shown that it is common in natural systems [Björnsson and Bödvarsson, 1990; Manning and Ingebritsen, 1999] and close to optimal for the formation of spatially extensive supercritical geothermal resources in pure water systems [Scott et al., 2015, 2016]. We performed simulations testing possible conditions for the Reykjanes
Figure 2. The thermal structure of saline geothermal systems. (a and f) Large-scale system structure for systems with shallow (2.5 km depth) or deep (4.5 km) intrusions after 3600 and 7000 years of system evolution, respectively, are shown, with fluid phase state (see text), isotherms (red lines), isobars (blue lines), and liquid and vapor pore velocity vectors (black and green, respectively). Areas where the vertical component of the liquid flow is oriented upward or downward are colored in white or grey, respectively. The location of the intrusion, defined by having a permeability of $<10^{-16}$ m$^2$, is shown in black. Snapshots show the (b and g) fluid phase state, (c and h) vapor volumetric saturation (dashed lines) and bulk fluid enthalpy, (d and i) bulk fluid salinity, and (e and j) bulk fluid density. The area of the snapshots showing the excerpts in Figures 2b–2e and 2g–2j are shown by the black boxes in Figures 2a and 2f, respectively.
system, in which intrusion depth and brittle-ductile transition temperature are treated as variables. As this system is subaerial, we assume that recharge through the surface during the simulation is dominated by meteoric water of zero salinity. This is a simplification for the Reykjanes geothermal system, which is dominantly recharged by seawater entering from the nearby shores of the Reykjanes Peninsula [Arnórsson, 1978]. However, test simulations of initial seawater salinity systems with seawater in flux at the top boundary suggest that the salinity of recharging waters only has a minor effect on the dynamics of hypersaline brine development and the salinity redistribution near the intrusion. Isotopic signatures do not indicate any contribution from magmatic fluids to the hydrothermal systems at Reykjanes [Pope et al., 2009].

We use a temperature-dependent permeability [Hayba and Ingebritsen, 1997] to mimic permeability reduction due to the brittle-ductile transition (BDT) of rock around the intrusion [Fournier, 1999]. Permeability decreases above the onset temperature of the BDT, $T_{BDT}$, which was chosen here as 550°C based on experimental evidence of brittle deformation around this temperature range in basaltic rocks [Violay...
et al., 2012, 2015]. The effect of latent heat of crystallization is taken into consideration with a temperature-dependent rock heat capacity, which doubles from 880 J kg\(^{-1}\)C\(^{-1}\) at temperatures below 650°C to 1760 J kg\(^{-1}\)C\(^{-1}\) at temperatures greater than 700°C. Other initial rock properties are presented in Table S1. We vary intrusion emplacement depth (defined as the depth to the top of the intrusion) from 2.5 km to 4.5 km. The shallow intrusion initially has an elliptical geometry with horizontal and vertical axis lengths of 2 and 1 km, respectively, centered in a model domain 15 km wide and with 5 km vertical depth (Figure S1 in the supporting information). For the simulations with a deeper intrusion, we double the length of the axes to ensure that the system reaches a configuration where boiling occurs at the surface before the intrusion cools completely, in a model domain of 19 km width and 8 km vertical depth. Intrusion geometry only has a minor effect on the thermal structure of pure water systems [Scott et al., 2016]. We simulate a single, instantaneous intrusion with subsequent transient cooling in response to heat conduction and convective heat transport by the circulating fluids. Repeated intrusions and magma chamber replenishment are ignored.

Saline fluids may reach saturation with a solid halite phase, which is assumed to reduce the available permeability for the mobile phases. A linear relative permeability model is applied with a vapor residual saturation of 0.3, ignoring volumetric effects. Repeated intrusions and magma chamber replenishment are ignored.

2.2. Phase Relations in the System H\(_2\)O-NaCl

All fluid properties needed for computation and analyses are calculated according to Driesner and Heinrich [2007] and Driesner [2007]. Under geothermal conditions, the system H\(_2\)O-NaCl (Figure 1) exhibits seven different combinations of the possible phase states vapor (V), liquid (L), and halite (H):

1. VL: The VL surface describes the compositions of coexisting liquid and vapor at a given temperature and pressure. At temperatures below the critical temperature of pure water, the crest of the VL surface is the pure H\(_2\)O boiling curve. At higher temperatures, the crest of the VL surface is the critical curve, which defines a locus of pressure-temperature-salinity (P-T-X) conditions at which liquid and vapor have identical properties. For a given temperature, the critical curve specifies the maximum pressure of vapor-liquid coexistence.

2. L: In the present context, L is a fluid with liquid-like properties in terms of density and enthalpy. In the single-phase domain at pressures above the VL surface, fluid properties can continuously vary between vapor- and liquid-like without any heterogeneous phase change. Therefore, the distinction between liquid and vapor is based on convention, most commonly by defining fluids with a density less than that on the critical curve for the given salinity as vapor and those with a higher density as liquid [Liebscher and Heinrich, 2007]. Liquid-like properties are generally encountered at high salinities, low temperatures, and high pressures within the single-phase domain.

3. V: Following the same convention, fluid in the single-phase domain exhibits vapor-like properties at low salinities, high temperatures, and low pressures. Visualizations in Figures 2 and 3 use a slightly different, computationally pragmatic convention that defines “vapor” as a fluid with a salinity and pressure less than the critical values for a given temperature.

4. VLH: The vapor + liquid + halite surface forms the low-pressure boundary of VL coexistence. The maximum pressure of VLH coexistence is \(\sim 39\) MPa at \(\sim 595\)°C.

5. VH: At pressures below the VLH surface, vapor coexists with solid halite.

6. LH: The composition of halite-saturated liquid as a function of pressure and temperature is given by the halite liquidus. The low-pressure boundary of the halite liquidus is the VLH surface.

7. H: In our simulations, we observe precipitation of halite in sufficient quantities for it to nearly or even completely saturate the pore space. In the visualizations, we label the phase state H when the volumetric saturation of halite in the pore space exceeds 0.95 to highlight nearly complete clogging of pore space.

The term “supercritical” can only be defined by convention and strictly so only for one-component fluids [Liebscher and Heinrich, 2007]; for dilute aqueous fluids, we proposed to define supercritical in relation to the temperature and enthalpy of the critical point of H\(_2\)O, irrespective of fluid pressure [Scott et al., 2015].
In saline systems, such high-enthalpy, single-phase fluids are mostly restricted to the low-salinity, high-temperature part of the phase diagram.

3. Results

3.1. Thermal Structure of Saline Geothermal Systems

The large-scale structure of a system driven by a shallow intrusion is shown in Figure 2a. Recharging liquid descends on the margins of the system (grey areas) toward the intrusion (black); the heated fluid ascends nearly vertically within an upflow plume (white areas), which show two-phase liquid-vapor (VL) zones extending to the depth of the intrusion. Fluid pressure above the intrusion is ~20 MPa (Figure 2a). Halite-saturated vapor (VH) forms around the intrusion at temperatures ≥400°C (Figure 2b) and is enveloped on the outside by a VL zone. Halite volumetric saturations exceed 0.95 above the center of the intrusion (H; purple area). Near the central base of the plume and overlying the VH zone, a heat pipe configuration with downflowing liquid and upflowing vapor develops (Figure 2b). While the salinity and density of liquid along the outer edge of the VL zone is ~3 wt % and ~600 kg m\(^{-3}\), an increase to >25 wt % and 1000 kg m\(^{-3}\) at the base of VL zone above the H zone (Figure 2e), along with a low bulk fluid enthalpy of <1.5 MJ kg\(^{-1}\) (Figure 2c), indicates the accumulation of hypersaline brines at the base of the heat pipe zone.

A system with a deeper intrusion, emplaced at 4.5 km depth, shows vapor-rich upflow zones and, at fluid pressures >30 MPa near the intrusion, develops significant phases of phase separation by condensation (Figure 2f). In the deep parts, vapor saturation is >0.6 at the edge of the VL plume, and bulk fluid enthalpy is >2 MJ kg\(^{-1}\) (Figure 2h). Halite-saturated vapor develops at >500°C and pressures below the maximum pressure of VH coexistence (~39 MPa) and is overlain by halite-undersaturated, single-phase vapor (V) at the center of the upflow plume (Figure 2f). Halite zones are narrow and restricted to the margins of the VH zone (Figure 2g). The enthalpy of single-phase vapor above the center of the intrusion is 3 MJ kg\(^{-1}\), and vapor saturation within the overlying VL zone is >0.7 (Figure 2h), thus implying that liquid is immobile. While bulk fluid salinity increases within the VL zone to >25 wt % at the boundary with the underlying VH zone, bulk fluid density is less than critical density of seawater (<454 kg m\(^{-3}\)) within the entire VL zone below 4 km depth (Figure 2j), an indication that the dominant mode of phase separation at these depths is condensation (Figure 1, orange lines) and that hypersaline brine does not accumulate in large amounts.

3.2. Heat and Mass Transfer in Saline Geothermal Systems

The low mobility of dense, hypersaline brines at the base of the boiling plume reduces the effectiveness of convective heat loss from the top of shallow intrusions. The brine accumulation results from the downward liquid mass flux within the two-phase heat pipe at the base of the upflow plume (Figure 3a). At the interface with the underlying VH zone, liquid boils off to form solid halite and halite-saturated vapor. Importantly, upward vertical liquid mass fluxes are maximized along the cooler edges of the VL plume, where groundwater with a salinity close to that of seawater can actively circulate. Similarly, upward vertical vapor mass fluxes are higher near the edges of the VL plume and relatively low within the two-phase heat pipe at the base of the VL zone (Figure 3b). While bulk fluid enthalpy and rates of advective heat transfer may exceed 3 MJ kg\(^{-1}\) and 50 W m\(^{-2}\) within the VH zone, such conditions occur only along the sides of the intrusion where halite saturations are low. Vapor mass fluxes and heat transfer are strongly reduced within the halite-rich part of the VH zone above the center of the intrusion (Figure 3c). The efficiency of heat transfer can be expressed using the thermal Peclet number (Pe\(_T\)), which measures the ratio of advective heat transfer to conductive heat transfer and is given by

$$Pe_T = \frac{\overline{v} \cdot S} {\rho \cdot h}$$

where $\overline{v}$ denotes the Darcy velocity of fluid phase $i$ (liquid $l$ or vapor $v$), $S$, $h$, and $\rho$ refer to the volumetric saturation, specific enthalpy, and density of phase $i$; $K$ is the thermal conductivity of the rock, and $T$ is the temperature. Maximum $Pe_T$ of ~200 are found along on the sides of the VL zone and decrease to <10 within the two-phase heat pipe above the center of the intrusion (Figure 3d). Heat transfer is conduction-dominated ($Pe_T < 1$) within the H zone and the intrusion.

In contrast, vapor mass fluxes and rates of convective heat transfer are maximized within condensation zones above deep intrusions. Although these zones have lower liquid mass fluxes (Figure 3e), vapor mass fluxes are
comparatively high and maximized within the center of the upflow plume, where vapor from the underlying VH zone ascends (Figure 3f). As a result of the high vapor mass fluxes, vertical convective heat fluxes throughout this area are >50 W m$^{-2}$ (Figure 3g), in contrast to the generally lower values in shallower systems (Figure 3c). Much more efficient advective heat transfer within the condensation zone is indicated by the presence of a large area with PeT exceeding 500 (Figure 3h).

4. Discussion

4.1. Effect of Intrusion Depth on Style of Phase Separation

Magma emplacement depth determines the hot-hydrostatic fluid pressure above an intrusion and thereby controls whether saline fluid circulating above an intrusion undergoes phase separation by boiling or condensation. Increasing intrusion emplacement depth from ~2.5 to 4.5 km shifts the hot-hydrostatic fluid pressure above an intrusion from values close to the critical pressure of pure water ($P_{c,H2O}$ ~22 MPa; Figure 2a) to >30 MPa, close to the critical pressure of seawater (Figure 2f). While the boiling curve of pure water controls the maximum temperature of VL coexistence at pressures below $P_{c,H2O}$, at higher pressures the maximum temperature of VL coexistence increases with increasing pressure along the H$_2$O-NaCl critical curve (Figure 1). Therefore, heated seawater circulating near shallow intrusions will remain liquid-like and phase separate by boiling at pressures less than the critical pressure of seawater. At depths of >4 km, equivalent to hot-hydrostatic fluid pressures >30 MPa, seawater can be heated to >400°C without undergoing phase separation, attain an intermediate, vapor-like density lower than the critical density of seawater (~450 kg m$^{-3}$; Figure 2f), and eventually phase separate by condensing small amounts of saline brine. Thus, fluids with seawater-like salinity will phase separate by boiling at low pressures above shallow intrusions and by condensation at high pressures above deep intrusions.

4.2. Effect of Phase Separation Style on Heat Transport

In the case of boiling, small fractions of low-salinity vapor nucleate out of a liquid-like fluid upon phase separation (Figure 1, blue lines). The low density of vapor causes it to ascend more rapidly than liquid in the buoyancy-driven convective field. Thus, vapor saturations are maintained at relatively low values in boiling zones above shallow intrusions. Two-phase heat pipes above the center of the intrusion are starved of less saline liquid, and low-enthalpy hypersaline brines accumulate, descend, and precipitate halite as liquid is progressively boiled off. Although vapor enthalpy exceeds >3 MJ kg$^{-1}$ around shallow intrusions, the near sealing of pore space resulting from the boiling off of hypersaline brines greatly reduces the accessible enthalpy contained in the pore space, as well as rates of advective heat transport.

During condensation, a small fraction of low-enthalpy hypersaline brine condenses out of a high-enthalpy, vapor-like fluid (Figure 1, orange lines). Higher vapor saturations decrease the relative permeability of liquid and increase the relative permeability of vapor, thereby allowing higher vapor mass fluxes. Condensation may occur in two different settings: (1) along the outer edges of deep VL zones, where intermediate-density fluid with a salinity close to that of seawater is heated, and (2) the center of the upflow plume below the base of the VL zone, where low-salinity vapor ascending from underlying VH zones depressurizes. The latter settings have vapor saturations >0.7, which indicate that the liquid brine is an immobile wetting phase.

Thus, advective heat transfer within condensation zones is dominated by vapor advection, and to a lesser extent, heat conduction through the rock, which boils off liquid and maintains near-residual liquid saturations (Figure 3h). Vertical vapor mass fluxes and advective heat transport are highest within VL condensation zones at temperatures near 400°C, at which temperature the density of vapor is high [Klyukin et al., 2016]. Although thermohaline convection increases the rate of heat loss from the intrusions relative to pure conduction, its effect on the cooling behavior of the intrusion depends strongly upon whether phase separation above the intrusion occurs by boiling or condensation. Boiling zones above shallow intrusions lead to accumulation of dense hypersaline brine and halite precipitation, both of which restrict fluid advection and thereby insulate the intrusion. Advective heat transport is much more efficient within condensation zones, where the rate of heat transfer can be increased relative to heat conduction-only by a factor of >200–500 (Figure 3h). Thus, the process of phase separation by condensation enables saline geothermal systems to transport heat at an efficiency close to the maximum possible in pure water systems [Ingebritsen and Hayba, 1994; Coumou et al., 2008]. Moreover, contrasting styles of phase separation may explain variations
in observed black-smoker salinities (Coumou et al., 2009), since systems with deep condensation zones have more vapor-rich and lower-salinity upflow zones compared to shallow intrusions with high-salinity brines (Figures 2d and 2i).

### 4.3. Sealing of Pore Space by Halite Precipitation

Halite precipitation from saline magmatic fluids has been observed in numerical models of magmatic hydrothermal systems (Weis et al., 2012; Gruen et al., 2014; Weis, 2015), inferred from fluid inclusion analyses (Lecumberri-Sanchez et al., 2015), and has been observed in a deep geothermal well, including a concomitant permeability reduction (Hesshaus et al., 2013). Our simulations indicate that the extent of halite precipitation in saline geothermal systems depends on the intrusion emplacement depth and the style of phase separation. At the base of boiling zones around shallow intrusions, extensive halite precipitation from descending hypersaline brines may seal pore space in underlying VH zones, greatly reducing vapor mass fluxes and advective heat loss. Near deeper intrusions, narrow zones of halite precipitation occur on the margins of VH zones.

Hypersaline brines can reach VLH conditions by pressure decrease or temperature increase. Although fluid pressure increases slightly as the brines descend, temperature increases rapidly with increasing proximity to the intrusion and leads to boiling off of liquid and halite precipitation. Halite precipitation via this mechanism is not observed above deep intrusions, which have relatively low liquid saturations within deep VL zones. Further, increasing fluid pressure associated with deeper intrusion emplacement depth increases the salinity and temperature of VL coexistence (Figure 1, compare to Figures 2b and 2d). However, sufficient halite precipitation to close pore space can still occur in narrow zones on the edge of the intrusion, where deep circulating fluids ascend and depressurize to pressures less than the maximum pressure of VH coexistence (Figure 2f).

Our simulations show that halite precipitation may restrict flow of vapor in the upper part of a VH zone around a shallow intrusion. As a result of the near-complete closure of pore space by halite precipitation, heat transfer will be conduction dominated even within parts of the hydrothermal system where permeability is >10^{-16} m^2 and advection should dominate (Ingebritsen et al., 2006). However, our models do not consider that halite is more conductive than basalt (Clauser and Huenges, 1995), which could potentially increase conductive heat loss in areas where pore space is occupied by halite.

### 4.4. Supercritical Geothermal Resource Formation

Saline geothermal resources with enthalpies and fluid properties comparable to those found at Krafla can only form if particular pressure-temperature-salinity conditions are matched. The IDDP is currently drilling a second well to explore whether such conditions occur in the deep parts of the Reykjanes system (Fridleifsson et al., 2014). Our simulations show that high-enthalpy vapor resources form in saline geothermal systems around shallow intrusions at >400°C and around deep intrusions at >500°C. In geothermal systems containing pure water, supercritical resources at shallow depths are inferred to be optimal for exploitation, since the enthalpy of supercritical vapor at a given temperature increases with decreasing pressure (Scott et al., 2015). However, extensive halite precipitation and overlying hypersaline brines may reduce the attractiveness of VH zones around shallow intrusions in saline geothermal systems. Although heat transfer is most efficient within the condensation zone, an underlying VH or V zone with enthalpies >3 MJ kg^{-1} may provide attractive geothermal resources.

### 5. Conclusions

Numerical simulations of subsurface flow of seawater-derived pore fluids around magmatic intrusions reveal several controls on the thermal structure of saline high-enthalpy geothermal systems:

1. Intrusion emplacement depth controls whether phase separation in the vicinity of an intrusion is dominantly carried out by boiling, as is the case for shallow intrusions, or by condensation, as occurs locally above deep intrusions at 4–5 km depth.
2. Whereas the accumulation of hypersaline brines in boiling zones above shallow intrusions reduces advective heat transport, the efficiency of heat transport is optimized within condensation zones near deep intrusions.
3. Halite precipitation from downward descending hypersaline brines may seal pore space.
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